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1 Introduction
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center. Let g be the Lie algebra
of G and K be its maximal compact subgroup. By HC(g, K) we denote the category of
Harish-Chandra modules of G.
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1 INTRODUCTION 1
The Harish-Chandra module (π, Vpi,K) ∈ HC(g, K) has natural globalizations (ana-
lytic, smooth, distribution, and hyperfunction vectors)
Vpi,ω ⊂ Vpi,∞ ⊂ Vpi,−∞ ⊂ Vpi,−ω .
Here Vpi,∗ is a complete locally convex vector space admitting a continuous G-action such
that the underlying (g, K)-module is Vpi,K.
Let Γ ⊂ G be a torsion-free discrete subgroup of finite covolume. Then a natural
problem is to study the cohomology of Γ with coefficients in the different globalizations
Vpi,∗. The cohomology groups again become locally convex topological vector spaces. Our
work in [3] led us to the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1.1 If Γ is cocompact, then for all p ≥ 0 there are isomorphisms
Hp(Γ, Vpi,ω) = H
p(Γ, Vpi,∞) (1)
Hp(Γ, Vpi,−ω) = H
p(Γ, Vpi,−∞) (2)
Hp(Γ, Vpi,∗)
∗ = Hdim(G/K)−p(Γ, Vp˜i,−∗), ∗ = ω,∞ (3)
and all vector spaces are Hausdorff and finite-dimensional. If Γ has finite covolume, then
H∗(Γ, Vpi,−∞) is finite-dimensional and Hausdorff.
In [3] we settled this conjecture in the rank-one case for ∗ = ω and cocompact Γ. In the
present paper we prove the conjecture in the case rankR(G) = 1 for ∗ =∞ admitting non-
cocompact Γ of finite covolume (Section 8). As indicated in [3], the main result needed
to extend the method of [3] to the case ∗ = ∞ was the surjectivity of the B := Ω − µ
(µ ∈ C, Ω - Casimir of G) on the space of sections of moderate growth of homogeneous
bundles over X := G/K. This is proved in Theorem 2.5 of the present paper.
We also obtain a more concrete description of the cohomology groups in terms of
automorphic and cusp forms.
Let now G be of general rank and Γ be cocompact. Employing the recent result of
Kashiwara-Schmid [13], Thm. 6.13, one can show (3) for ∗ = ω and dim H∗(Γ, Vpi,±ω) <
∞. Using Theorem 1.3 below for ∗ = ∞ it is possible to prove (1) and (2). We will
explain this in a forthcoming paper. The case of non-cocompact Γ remains open for
rankR(G) > 1.
Our main motivation for considering the Γ-cohomology of globalizations of Harish-
Chandra modules was to prove a conjecture of Patterson about the singularities of the
Selberg zeta functions associated to Γ.
Let G be a semisimple Lie group of real rank one and and P = MAN be a minimal
parabolic subgroup of G. Let a,n be the Lie-algebras of A,N . Let (σ, Vσ) ∈ Mˆ be an
irreducible representation ofM and Γ ⊂ G be a discrete cocompact torsion-free subgroup.
Then the Selberg zeta function ZΓ(s, σ), s ∈ a
∗
C
, is defined as the analytic continuation
of the infinite product
ZΓ(s, σ) =
∏
[g]∈CΓ,nΓ(g)=1
∞∏
k=0
det
(
1− a−ρ−sg S
k(Ad(mgag)
−1
n
)⊗ σ(mg)
)
.
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Here CΓ is the set of hyperbolic conjugacy classes in Γ, nΓ(g) is the maximal number
n ∈ N such that g = hn for some h ∈ Γ andmg ∈M , ag ∈ A
+ are such that g is conjugated
in G to mgag. S
k(Ad(mgag)
−1
n
) stands for the k’th symmetric power of Ad(mgag)
−1
restricted to n and ρ ∈ a∗ is defined by ρ(H) := 1
2
tr(ad(H)n). The infinite product
converges for Re(s) > ρ. In this generality the Selberg zeta function was introduced by
Fried [7]. He applied Ruelle’s techniques of hyperbolic dynamics and gave a meromorphic
continuation of ZΓ(s, σ).
The parameters (σ, λ) ∈ Mˆ × a∗
C
also define a principal series representation of G on
the Hilbert space
Hσ,λ = {f : G→ Vσ | f(gman) = a
λ−ρσ(m)−1f(g), ∀man ∈MAN, f|K ∈ L
2},
where G acts by the left regular representation. By Hσ,λ−∞ we denote the space of its
distribution vectors.
S. Patterson [17] conjectured the relationship of the singularities of Selberg zeta func-
tions with the cohomology of Γ with coefficients in the distribution vectors of principal
series representations. In [3] we have shown an analog of Pattersons conjecture for the
hyperfunction vectors of principal series representations. Pattersons original conjecture
now follows from (2).
Theorem 1.2 The cohomology Hp(Γ, Hσ,λ−∞) is finite dimensional for all p ≥ 0,
χ(Γ, Hσ,λ−∞) =
∞∑
p=0
(−1)p dimHp(Γ, Hσ,λ−∞) = 0, (4)
χ(Γ, Hˆσ,λ−∞) =
∞∑
p=0
(−1)p dimHp(Γ, Hˆσ,λ−∞) = 0, (5)
and the order of ZΓ(s, σ) at s ∈ a
∗
C
can be expressed in terms of the group cohomology of
Γ with coefficients in Hσ,λ−∞ as follows :
ords=λ6=0ZΓ(s, σ) = −
∞∑
p=0
(−1)pp dimHp(Γ, Hσ,λ−∞), (6)
ords=0ZΓ(s, σ) = −
∞∑
p=0
(−1)pp dimHp(Γ, Hˆσ,0−∞), (7)
where Hˆσ,λ−∞ is a certain non-trivial extension of H
σ,λ
−∞ with itself.
Our description of the cohomology for non-cocompact Γ of finite covolume implies that
the analog of Pattersons conjecture is false in that case.
A very detailed analysis of the cohomology of Fuchsian groups of the first kind with
coefficients in principal series representations is given in Section 9. We express the coho-
mology in terms of automorphic and cusp forms. For the non-irreducible principal series
representations we find explicit formulas for the dimensions of the cohomology groups in
terms of the topology of Y = Γ\X .
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The methods of this paper can also be used to study the n-cohomology of globalizations
of Harish-Chandra modules.
Let G be of general rank and P ⊂ G be a parabolic subgroup with Langlands decom-
position P = MPAPNP . Let nP be the Lie algebra of NP .
If (π, Vpi,K) ∈ HC(g, K), then by a theorem of Hecht-Schmid [9] the Lie algebra coho-
mology groups H∗(nP , Vpi,K) have natural structures of modules in HC(mP , KP ), where
KP = K ∩MP and mP is the Lie algebra of MP . Moreover, all elements of H
∗(nP , Vpi,K)
are finite under aP , where aP is the Lie algebra of AP .
It is natural to ask whether globalization is compatible with nP -cohomology. The
standard nP -cohomology complex induces a natural topology on H
p(nP , Vpi,∗) such that
Hp(nP , Vpi,∗) becomes a continuous representation of MPAP . The natural theorem is
Theorem 1.3 There are topological isomorphisms of MPAP modules
Hp(nP , Vpi,∗) ∼= H
p(nP , Vpi,K)∗ ,
Hp(nP , Vpi,−∗)
∗ ∼= Hdim(nP )−p(nP , Vp˜i,K)∗ ⊗ Λ
dim(nP )nP , ∀p ≥ 0
for ∗ =∞, ω, where (π˜, Vp˜i,K) is the dual Harish-Chandra module.
For ∗ =∞ this was proved by Casselman (unpublished). In the rank-one case there were
previous partial results by Osborne [16]. In the present paper we give a proof in the
rank-one case using different methods (Theorem 5.2).
In [3] we were able to prove this theorem in the case rankR(G) = 1 for ∗ = ω. For
G of general rank and ∗ = ω the theorem was announced by Bratten and Hecht-Taylor
(compare [10]). It is now an easy consequence of the above-mentioned result [13], Thm.
6.13.
2 Surjectivity on weighted spaces
From now on let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center of real rank
one and K be its maximal compact subgroup. Let G ×K Vγ = E be a G-homogeneous
bundle over the rank-one symmetric space X = G/K. Let E = C∞(X,E) be the space
of smooth sections of E. We define the increasing sequence of subspaces SRE , R ∈ R, by
SRE := {f ∈ E | p−R,L(f) <∞∀L ∈ U(g)},
where the seminorms pR,L are defined by
pR,L(f) := sup
G
eRdist(gK,O)|f(Lg)| ,
O ∈ X is the class [K] ∈ G/K considered as the base point of X , and we view f as a
function on G with values in Vγ satisfying f(gk) = γ(k)
−1f(g), ∀k ∈ K. SRE is a Fre´chet
space and for R′ ≥ R we have a continuous inclusion SRE →֒ SR′E . Let SRE
′ := (S−RE)
∗
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be the topological conjugate dual of S−RE . Then for R ≥ R
′ there is a continuous
projection SR′E
′ → SRE
′. We also consider
S∞E
′ := lim
−→
R
SRE
′ ,
S∞E := {f ∈ E | ∀L ∈ U(g) ∃R ∈ R s.t. pR,L(f) <∞} .
The space S∞E is a limit of Fre´chet spaces in the following way. Let I be the partially
ordered set of all monotone functions u : N0 → R, where u ≥ u
′, iff u(n) ≥ u′(n), ∀n ∈ N.
For any u ∈ I we define the Fre´chet space
SuE := {f ∈ E | p−u(deg(L)),L(f) <∞ ∀L ∈ U(g)} ,
where deg(L) is the order of L as a differential operator on G. Then
S∞E = lim
−→
u∈I
SuE .
We equip S∞E with the topology of the direct limit. The symbol S∞E is an abuse of
notation since
S∞E 6= lim
−→
R∈R
SRE .
S∞E is called the space of sections of E of moderate growth.
The space S∞E
′ is the topological conjugate dual of ∩RSRE . Since C
∞
c (X,E) is dense
in ∩RSRE , we have an inclusion S∞E
′ →֒ C−∞(X,E).
Let Ω be the Casimir operator of G and for µ ∈ C let B := Ω−µ. Let C[B] be the ring
of all polynomials in B. We consider the functor Finµ on the category of C[B]-modules
defined by
Finµ(V ) = {v ∈ V | ∃l ≥ 0 B
lv = 0} .
This functor is left exact and its higher derived functors are denoted by Finiµ(V ). Since
the inductive limit is an exact functor on the category of C[B]-modules and
Finµ(V ) ∼= lim
−→
j
HomC[B](C[B]/(B)
j , V )
we have
Finiµ(V )
∼= lim
−→
j
Exti
C[B](C[B]/(B)
j, V ) . (8)
Since C[B] is a regular ring of dimension one we have Finiµ(V ) = 0 for i ≥ 2. A C[B]-
module V is called Finµ-acyclic, iff Fin
1
µ(V ) = 0.
Theorem 2.1 S∞E
′ is Finµ-acyclic.
Proof. We consider the Schwartz space
S−logE := {f ∈ E | qL,k(f) <∞ ∀k ∈ N, L ∈ U(g)} ,
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where
qL,k(f)
2 =
∫
G
dist(gK,O)k|f(Lg)|2dg
and its topological conjugate dual space
SlogE
′ = (S−logE)
∗ .
Lemma 2.2 The inclusion SlogE
′ →֒ S∞E
′ induces a surjection
Fin1µ(SlogE
′)→ Fin1µ(S∞E
′) .
Proof.Let V be a C[B]-module. We can compute Ext1
C[B](C[B]/(B)
k, V ) using the Koszul
complex
0→ Ext0
C[B](C[B]/(B)
k, V )→ V
Bk
→ V → Ext1
C[B](C[B]/(B)
k, V )→ 0 .
In order to perform the direct limit in (8) note that the map
Ext1
C[B](C[B]/(B
k), V )→ Ext1
C[B](C[B]/(B
k+1), V )
is induced by B : V → V .
Hence Lemma 2.2 follows from the next result.
Lemma 2.3 Let k ≥ 1. For any f ∈ S∞E
′ there exists a g ∈ S∞E
′ with f−Bkg ∈ SlogE
′.
In fact, Lemma 2.3 implies that any element f ∈ S∞E
′ representing some class in
Ext1
C[B](C[B]/(B)
k, S∞E
′) can be replaced by f − Bkg ∈ SlogE
′ representing the same
class in Ext1
C[B](C[B]/(B)
k, S∞E
′).
Proof. It is enough to show that for f ∈ SRE
′ there exists g ∈ SRE
′ such that f − Bkg ∈
SR−1E
′. In fact, it is sufficient that this holds for all weights R in a dense subset of R.
Then the assertion of the lemma follows by a finite iteration.
We consider polar coordinates a+×K/M of X \ {O}. We identify the fibre of E over
(a, kM) with the fibre over (a′, kM) using the radial parallel transport.
There is a constant coefficient operator Bkrad on a
+ such that Bk − Bkrad = e
−aQ
(we identify a+ with R+ such that the short root has length one) and Q has bounded
coefficients up to infinity. Note that Q also contains differentiations along a+ but with
exponentially decreasing prefactors. There are an endomorphism F (kM) ∈ End(E(a,kM))
and c ∈ C such that
Brad = −
d2
da2
+ c
d
da
+ F (kM) .
We decompose the bundle E|X\O =
∑
σ E(σ) according to the eigenvalues of F (kM)
(which are independent of kM). There are xσ, yσ ∈ C such that Brad =
∑
σ Brad(σ) and
Brad(σ) = −(
d
da
− x¯σ)(
d
da
− y¯σ). We exclude the weights R = Re(xσ),Re(yσ) for all σ from
the following consideration.
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Let SRE0 ⊂ SRE be the subspace of all sections vanishing in a neighbourhood of the
origin O ∈ X . Then SRE0 is a limit of Fre´chet spaces. Let SRE
′
0 be the topological
conjugate dual of SRE0. Then SRE
′ ⊂ SRE
′
0. Choose a cut-off function χ ∈ C
∞(a+) such
that χ(a) = 0 for a < 1 and χ(a) = 1 for a > 2. Then the multiplication by χ defines a
continuous operator SRE
′
0 → SRE
′.
Below we will construct a continuous solution operator H : SRE0 → SRE0 such that
H(B∗rad)
k− id : SRE0 → C
∞
c (X \O, E) is continuous and supp(H(B
∗
rad)
k − id)f ⊂ [1, 2]×
K/M , ∀f ∈ SRE0. Here (B
∗
rad)
k is the formal adjoint of Bkrad. The adjoint H
∗ : SRE
′
0 →
SRE
′
0 then has the property that B
k
radH
∗φ − φ ∈ E ′ for φ ∈ SRE
′
0. Here E
′ is the
space of distributions with compact support. The composition χ ◦H∗|SRE ′ : SRE
′ → SRE
′
satisfies Bkradχ ◦H
∗φ − φ ∈ E ′, φ ∈ SRE
′. Hence BkH∗φ − φ = e−aQH∗φ (mod E ′). But
e−aQH∗φ ∈ SR−1E
′. This proves the lemma assuming that we have already constructed
H .
Note that B∗rad(σ)
k is a product of operators of first order d
da
+ xσ,
d
da
+ yσ. It
is enough to construct solution operators Hxσ , Hyσ : SRE0(σ) → SRE0(σ) such that
supp(Hxσ(
d
da
+ xσ)f − f) ⊂ [1, 2] × K/M , ∀f ∈ SRE0(σ), and similarly for Hyσ . Then
H := (−1)k
∑
σH
k
xσH
k
yσ has the required properties.
For R−Re(xσ) > 0 we set (simplifying the notation by omitting the angular variable)
(Hxσf)(a) := −χ(a)e
−xσa
∫ ∞
a
exσbf(b)db .
Since f ∈ SRE0(σ) we have for some C < ∞ and all b ∈ a
+ that |f(b)| ≤ Ce−Rb. Hence
the integral converges. If R − Re(xσ) < 0, then we set
(Hxσf)(a) := χ(a)e
−xσa
∫ a
0
exσbf(b)db .
It is easy to check that supp(Hxσ(
d
da
+ xσ)f − f) ⊂ [1, 2] × K/M . We must show that
Hxσ : SRE0(σ)→ SRE0(σ) and that Hxσ is continuous.
To define the topology of SRE0(σ) it is sufficient to consider the set of seminorms p˜R,L
with L = (L1, L2) ∈ U(a)× U(k). Set (Lf)(a, kM) = f(L1a, L2kM). Then
p˜R,L := sup
a∈a+,k∈K
eRa|(Lf)(a, kM)| .
It is clear that LHxf = HxLf + WLf , where WL : SRE0(σ) → C
∞
c (X \ O, E(σ)) is
continuous. Thus in order to show that Hxσ is continuous it is enough to verify the
estimate
p˜R,1(Hxσf) ≤ Cp˜R,1(f) .
We employ that |f(a, kM)| ≤ p˜R,1(f)e
−Ra. If R− Re(xσ) > 0, then
p˜R,1(Hxσf) = sup
a∈a+,k∈K
eRa|(Hxσf)(a, kM)|
≤ sup
a∈a+,k∈K
eRap˜R,1(f)e
−Re(xσ)a
∫ ∞
a
e(Re(xσ)−R)bdb
≤ Cp˜R,1(f) .
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If R− Re(xσ) < 0, then
p˜R,1(Hxσf) = sup
a∈a+,k∈K
eRa|(Hxσf)(a, kM)|
≤ sup
a∈a+,k∈K
eRap˜R,1(f)e
−Re(xσ)a
∫ a
1
e(Re(xσ)−R)bdb
≤ Cp˜R,1(f) .
This finishes the construction of H and hence the proof of Lemma 2.2. ✷
Lemma 2.4 SlogE
′ is Finµ-acyclic.
Proof. Using the generalization of the Helgason-Fourier transform to bundles (see [4],
1.4.3 , Branson-Olafsson-Schlichtkrull [2]) and a result of Arthur [1] we can identify the
Schwartz space S−logE with
[S(ıa∗)⊗ˆC∞(K ×M Vγ)]
W ⊕⊕ri=1Vi,∞ .
Here Vi,∞ are the spaces of smooth vectors of certain irreducible discrete series represen-
tations, S(ıa∗) is the Schwartz space on ıa∗ and W = Z2 is the Weyl group. ⊗ˆ denotes
the nuclear tensor product. The operation ofW on S(ıa∗)⊗ˆC∞(K×M Vγ) is implemented
by a family of unitary operators
Aλ : C
∞(K ×M Vγ)→ C
∞(K ×M Vγ), λ ∈ ıa
∗ ,
which are closely related to Knapp-Stein intertwining operators of principal series repre-
sentations. The non-trivial element w ∈ W acts by (wf)(−λ, k) = (Aλf(λ, .))(k). Dually,
we can identify SlogE
′ with
[S ′(ıa∗)⊗ˆC−∞(K ×M Vγ)]
W ⊕⊕ri=1V
′
i,−∞ .
On the Fourier image the operator B acts as multiplication by the polynomial P (λ) :=
λ2 + ρ2 − γ(ΩM )− µ, λ ∈ ıa
∗, on the first summand and as a scalar on V ′i,−∞.
It follows that Fin1µ(V
′
i,−∞) = 0. In order to see that
Fin1µ([S
′(ıa∗)⊗ˆC−∞(K ×M Vγ)]
W ) = 0
we show that the multiplication by P is surjective on [S ′(ıa∗)⊗ˆC−∞(K ×M Vγ)]
W . We
consider the dual situation and show that the multiplication by P on [S(ıa∗)⊗ˆC∞(K×M
Vγ)]
W is injective and has a closed range. Injectivity is easy since P (λ) is non-invertible
at most on a set of codimension 1 in ıa∗×K/M . Note that C∞(K ×M Vγ) = ⊕σ∈Mˆ ⊕
[γ:σ]
h=1
C∞(K ×M Vσ) and P (λ) acts by the scalar polynomial Pσ(λ) = λ
2 + ρ2 − σ(ΩM) − µ
on each summand S ′(ıa∗)⊗ˆC∞(K ×M Vσ). Let Zσ be the set of zeros of Pσ(λ). Let
nσ(λ) be the order of the zero of Pσ at λ ∈ Zσ. Then the range of the multiplication
by Pσ on S(ıa
∗)⊗ˆC∞(K ×M Vσ) consists of all sections f ∈ S(ıa
∗)⊗ˆC∞(K ×M Vσ) such
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that f(λ, kM) has a zero of order nσ for all λ ∈ Zσ and for all k ∈ K. This vanishing
condition is a closed condition. The range of P on [S(ıa∗)⊗ˆC∞(K ×M Vγ)]
W consists of
all f ∈ [S(ıa∗)⊗ˆC∞(K ×M Vγ)]
W such that fσ(λ, kM) has a zero of order nσ(λ) for all
λ ∈ Zσ, k ∈ K and σ. This condition is again closed.
This finishes the proof of Lemma 2.4 and hence of Theorem 2.1. ✷
Theorem 2.5 The operator B : S∞E → S∞E is surjective.
Proof. Let S∞E
′(B) and C be defined by the following exact sequence:
0→ S∞E
′(B)→ S∞E
′ B→ S∞E
′ → C → 0 . (9)
Lemma 2.6 C = 0.
Proof.We have BC = 0 and BS∞E
′(B) = 0. Hence Fin1µ(S∞E
′(B)) = 0, Finµ(S∞E
′(B)) =
S∞E
′(B), Fin1µ(C) = 0, and Finµ(C) = C. Thus applying Finµ to the exact sequence of
Finµ-acyclic spaces (9) we obtain the exact sequence
0→ S∞E
′(B)→ Finµ(S∞E
′)
B
→ Finµ(S∞E
′)→ C → 0 .
Let S∞E
′(Bk) := ker(Bk : S∞E
′ → S∞E
′). Then
Finµ(S∞E
′) = lim
−→
k
S∞E
′(Bk)
and in order to show that C = 0 it is enough to show that
lim
−→
k
coker(B : S∞E
′(Bk)→ S∞E
′(Bk)) = 0 . (10)
The space of K-finite vectors S∞E
′(Bk)K is an admissible (g, K)-module and S∞E
′(Bk)
is its canonical distribution vector globalization ([20], Ch. 11). Since the globalization
functor is exact (Wallach [20], Ch. 11, Casselman [5]) to show (10) is suffices to verify
that
lim
−→
k
coker(B : S∞E
′(Bk)K → S∞E
′(Bk)K) = 0 . (11)
Since the multiplication by B on (U(g)⊗U(k) Vγ˜)K is injective we obtain by K-type wise
algebraic dualization
coker(B : HomU(k)(U(g), Vγ)K → HomU(k)(U(g), Vγ)K) = 0 .
Thus HomU(k)(U(g), Vγ)K is Finµ-acyclic. Applying Finµ to the exact sequence of Finµ-
acyclic spaces
0→ HomU(k)(U(g), Vγ)K(B)→ HomU(k)(U(g), Vγ)K
B
→ HomU(k)(U(g), Vγ)K → 0
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we obtain the exact sequence
0→ HomU(k)(U(g), Vγ)K(B)→ Finµ(HomU(k)(U(g), Vγ)K)
B
→
Finµ(HomU(k)(U(g), Vγ)K)→ 0 .
The exactness at the last place is equivalent to
lim
−→
k
coker(B : HomU(k)(U(g), Vγ)K(B
k)→ HomU(k)(U(g), Vγ)K(B
k)) = 0 .
The claim (11) now follows from S∞E
′(Bk)K ∼= HomU(k)(U(g), Vγ)K(B
k) (compare [3],
Lemma 3.5). ✷
We have shown that B : S∞E
′ → S∞E
′ is surjective. The G-invariant Hermitian scalar
product on E induces an inclusion S∞E ⊂ S∞E
′. Theorem 2.5 is now a consequence of
the following regularity result.
Lemma 2.7 If f ∈ S∞E
′, Bf ∈ S∞E , then f ∈ S∞E .
Proof. Let W˜ be a G-invariant fundamental solution of B, i.e., BW˜ = W˜B = id on
C∞c (X,E). Consider X × X with the diagonal G-action. Let χ ∈
GC∞(X × X) be
a G-invariant cut-off function defined by χ(x, y) = ρ(dist(x, y)), where ρ ∈ C∞(R),
ρ(r) ∈ [0, 1], ρ(r) = 1 for r < 1 and ρ = 0 for r > 2.
Multiplying the distributional kernel of W˜ by χ we obtain a G-invariant parametrix
W of B. It has finite propagation (the support of Wφ is contained in a 1-neighbourhood
of the support of φ for all φ ∈ C∞c (X,E)) and is applicable to arbitrary distributions in
C−∞(X,E). Let f ∈ S∞E
′ and Bf = F ∈ S∞E . Then f = WF + Sf , where S is a
G-invariant smoothing operator on E. We must show that WF, Sf ∈ S∞E .
Let L ∈ U(g). Then
(Sf)(Lg) = 〈f, s(LgK, .)〉 ,
where s is the integral kernel of S and s(LgK, .) ∈ C∞c (X,E). For any L1 ∈ U(g) and
R ∈ R there is a P ∈ R depending on L1, L such that
pR,L1(s(LgK, .)) = sup
h∈G
eRdist(O,hK)|s(LgK,L1hK)| ≤ Ce
(P+R)dist(O,gK) ,
where C may depend on L, L1, R, P but not on g. In fact, for all A,B ∈ U(g) we have
supg,h∈G |s(gA, hB)| <∞ since S is G-invariant. If f ∈ SRE
′ for some R, then there is a
finite set {L1, . . . , Lr} ⊂ U(g) such that for all L ∈ U(g) there exists P ∈ R with
p−(R+P ),L(Sf) = sup
g∈G
e−(R+P )dist(O,gK)〈f, s(LgK, .)〉
≤ C(f) sup
g∈G,i=1,...,r
e−(R+P )dist(O,gK)pR,Li(s(LgK, .))
< ∞ .
This proves Sf ∈ S∞E .
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We now show that WF ∈ S∞E . Let L ∈ U(g). We must show that for some R ∈ R
pR,L(WF ) = sup
g∈G
eRdist(O,gK)|(WF )(LgK)| <∞ .
Let w(gK, hK) be the distributional kernel of W . The family gK 7→ w(LgK, .) is a
smooth family of distributions such that supp(w(LgK, .)) is contained in the unit ball in
X with center at gK. Thus we can write
(WF )(LgK) = 〈w(LgK, .), F 〉 .
Since W is G-invariant there is a finite set {L1, . . . , Lr} ⊂ U(g) such that we have
|(WF )(LgK)| ≤ ePdist(O,gK) sup
h∈G,dist(hK,gK)≤1,i=1,...,r
|F (hLiK)|
for some P ∈ R depending on L. Hence there is another finite set {L′1, . . . , L
′
r′} ⊂ U(g)
and an exponent Q ∈ R such that
|(WF )(LgK)| ≤ eQdist(O,gK) sup
h∈G,dist(hK,gK)≤1,i=1,...,r′
|F (L′ihK)|
≤ e(Q−R)dist(O,gK) sup
i=1,...,r′
pR,L′i(F )
Hence p−(Q−R),L(WF ) <∞ if R is small enough.
We conclude that WF ∈ S∞E . This finishes the proof of the Lemma and of Theorem
2.5. ✷
3 De Rham complexes
In this section we prove the local acyclicity of the weighted de Rham complex on X
twisted with the functions of moderate growth on G, the global acyclicity of the weighted
de Rham complex on X twisted with the functions of moderate growth on Γ\G, and the
n-acyclicity of S∞E for a homogeneous vector bundle E → X . A complex is called acyclic
if it is exact in all non-zero degrees.
Lemma 3.1 For any vector bundle E → X the space S∞E is n-acyclic.
Proof. Fix a basis {Xi}
dim(n)
i=1 of n. Let {X
i} be the basis of n∗ dual to {Xi}. Let
Xn ∈ TnN , X ∈ n, n ∈ N , be the fundamental vector at n corresponding to −X .
Let Ip be the set of all multi-indices {1 ≤ i1 < i2 < . . . < ip ≤ dim(n)}. For I ∈ Ip
we define XIn ∈ ΛpT ∗nN by X
In(XJn) = δIJ , ∀J ∈ Ip. Here XJn = Xj1n ∧ . . . ∧
Xjpn. Now identify N × A
∼
→ X , (n, a) 7→ naK. We also employ the n-equivariant
trivialization G ×K Vγ = E
∼
→ N × A × Vγ , [nak, v] 7→ (n, a) × γ
−1(k)v. We identify
C∞(N,Λ∗T ∗N⊗C∞(A)⊗Vγ) with Λ
∗n∗⊗E such that ω ∈ C∞(N,ΛpT ∗N⊗C∞(A)⊗Vγ)
corresponds to (XI , na) → ω(na)(XIn), I ∈ Ip, n ∈ N , a ∈ A, ω(na)(XIn) ∈ Vγ. Under
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this identification the n-cohomology complex of E becomes the de Rham complex of N
twisted with C∞(A)⊗ Vγ.
Using the trivialization {XIn}I∈Ip of the p-form bundle we write
ω(na) =
∑
I∈Ip ωI(na)X
In. The subspace Λpn⊗ S∞E is identified with
Λpn⊗ S∞E = {ω ∈ C
∞(N,ΛpT ∗N ⊗ C∞(A)⊗ Vγ)
| ∀L1 ∈ U(n), L2 ∈ U(a) ∃R ∈ R
s.t. sup
na∈NA,I∈Ip
e−Rdist(O,naK)|ωI(L1n, L2a)| <∞} .
We define the contraction Ψt, t ∈ [0, 1], of N by Ψt(n) := exp(t log(n)). Let Tt :=
d
ds |s=0
Ψt+s(n) ∈ TΨt(n)N . We set Htω := Ψ
∗
t (iTtω) and H =
∫ 1
0 Htdt. Then
H : C∞(N,ΛpT ∗N ⊗ C∞(A)⊗ Vγ)→ C
∞(N,Λp−1T ∗N ⊗ C∞(A)⊗ Vγ)
is a zero homotopy of the de Rahm complex (C∞(N,Λ∗T ∗N ⊗C∞(A)⊗ Vγ), d). In order
to prove the Lemma we have to show that this zero homotopy is compatible with the
subspaces Λ∗ ⊗ S∞E . It is enough to show that
t→ Ht ∈ Hom
cont
C
(Λp ⊗ S∞E ,Λ
p−1 ⊗ S∞E)
is continuous. Here we equip Homcont with the strong topology (pointwise convergence).
We call a function f on N a polynomial, if f(exp(n)) is a polynomial on n. Using the
fact that N is nilpotent, one can easily show that
(Htω)(n) =
∑
J∈Ip−1,I∈Ip
ΦI,J(t, n)ωI(Ψt(n))X
Jn ,
where n → ΦI,J(t, n) are polynomial functions on N (and in fact also polynomials in
t). Let Lr be the set of tuples {i1, . . . , idim(n)}, ik ∈ N0, with
∑dim(n)
k=1 ik ≤ r. Let
X(l) := X l11 . . .X
ldim(n)
dim(n) ∈ U(n), l ∈ Lr. By X(l)n we denote the corresponding differential
operator (X1n)
l1 . . . (Xdim(n)n)
ldim(n) . If L1 ∈ U(n), deg(L1) = r, L2 ∈ U(a), then also
(Htω)J(L1n, L2a) =
∑
l∈Lr ,I∈Ip
Φl,I,J(t, n)ωI(X(l)Ψt(n), L2a)
with polynomial functions Φl,I,J(t, n). We obtain the estimate
sup
J∈Ip−1
|(Htω)J(L1n, L2a)| ≤ C(1 + | log(n)|)
P sup
l∈Lr ,I∈Ip
|ωI(X(l)Ψt(n), L2a)| ,
where P is sufficiently large. Note that eQdist(O,naK) ≥ c(1 + | log(n)|)P for some Q, c > 0
and all na ∈ NA. We also have dist(O, naK) ≥ dist(O,Ψt(n)aK) for all t ∈ [0, 1]. Fix
R ∈ R. Then for all ω with
sup
l∈Lr ,na∈NA,I∈Ip
e−Rdist(O,naK)|ωI(X(l)n, L2a)| =: S(ω) <∞
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we have
sup
na∈NA,J∈Ip−1
e−(R+Q)dist(O,naK)|(Htω)J(L1n, L2a)| < CS(ω)
with C <∞ independent of ω. These estimates imply that if ω ∈ Λpn⊗SuE , u ∈ I, then
Htω ∈ Λ
p−1n ⊗ Su+QE and depends continuously on t ∈ [0, 1]. This proves the required
continuity of Ht. Thus H provides a zero homotopy of the n-cohomology complex for
S∞E , and the lemma is proved. ✷
Fix an Iwasawa decomposition G = NAK and identify X ∼= NA. Using these coordi-
nates we attach a boundary ∂X = N ×{∞} to X obtaining X¯ . Note that this boundary
is different from the geodesic boundary. The motivation for this definition is that small
neighbourhoods of x ∈ ∂X look like small neighbourhoods of points in the boundary of
the Borel-Serre compactification of quotients Y = Γ\X of finite volume.
We want to twist the de Rham complex of X with the space of functions of moderate
growth on G. Let π : X × G → X denote the projection onto the first factor. Let
Lp := ΛpT ∗X . We define
S∞L
p[G] := {ω ∈ C∞(X ×G, π∗L∗)
| ∀L1, L2 ∈ U(g) ∃R,Q ∈ R
s.t. sup
g,h∈G
e−Rdist(O,gK)e−Qdist(O,hK)|ω(L1g, L2h)| <∞} ,
where we consider ω as a function from G×G with values in ΛpT ∗OX .
There is a natural sheafification S∞L
∗[G] on X¯ such that for an open set U ⊂ X¯ the
vector space S∞L
∗[G](U) consists of those forms ω ∈ C∞(U ×G, π∗L∗) which satisfy
sup
g∈U,h∈G
|ω(L1g, L2h)|e
−Rdist(O,gK)e−Qdist(O,hK) <∞
for any L1, L2 ∈ U(g) and appropriate Q,R ∈ R which may depend on L1, L2. Let d
be the differential of the de Rham complex acting trivially with respect to the second
variable g ∈ G.
Lemma 3.2 The complex of sheaves (S∞L
∗[G], d) is acyclic.
Proof. Let x ∈ X¯. Then we have to show that the complex of germs (S∞L
∗[G]
x
, d) is
acyclic. If x ∈ X , then we employ the standard homotopy formula associated to the radial
contraction of small balls in X with center at x. We leave to the reader to verify that the
zero homotopy is compatible with the growth conditions with respect to second variable.
We discuss a similar problem in the proof of Lemma 3.3.
It remains to consider x ∈ ∂X . Without loss of generality we can assume x = e×{∞},
where e ∈ N is the identity. Let Ui ⊂ n, i ∈ N, be a fundamental system of balls around
0. Then Wi := exp(Ui)(i,∞] ⊂ NA is a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of x.
Here we identified a ∼= R such that (i,∞] = exp((i,∞)) ∪ {∞}. Let da be the one-form
dual to the fundamental vector field H∗ on A corresponding to H ∈ a+ with |H| = 1. We
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decompose forms ω in Lp as ω = ω1 ⊕ da ∧ ω2, where iH∗ωj = 0, j = 1, 2, and iH∗ is the
insertion of H∗. One can check that
S∞L
p[G](Wi) = V
p(Wi)⊕ da ∧ V
p−1(Wi) ,
where
V p(Wi) := {ω ∈ C
∞(Ui × (i,∞)×G, π
∗
1Λ
pT ∗Ui)|
∀L1 ∈ U(n), L2 ∈ U(a), L3 ∈ U(g) ∃R,Q ∈ R
s.t. sup
a∈(i,∞),h∈G
a−Re−Qdist(O,hK)|ω(L1n, L2a, L3h)| <∞} ,
and π1 : Ui × (i,∞) × G → Ui is the projection onto the first factor. The complex
(S∞L
∗[G](Wi), d) is the total complex of a double complex. The latter consists of two
rows equal (V ∗(Wi), d), where d is the differential of the de Rham complex of Ui. The
vertical differential of the double complex is the differentiation along the A-direction given
by ±H . The balls Ui can be contracted radially. The associated zero homotopy of the
de Rham complex of Ui extends to V
∗(Wi). Again we leave the verification to the reader
(see also the proof of Lemma 3.1). Thus the rows (V ∗(Wi), d) of the double complex are
acyclic. The zeroth horizontal cohomology is equal to nV 0(Wi), the functions in V
0(Wi)
that do not depend on n ∈ Ui. To finish the proof of the Lemma we must show that
H : nV 0(Wi) →
nV 0(Wi) is surjective. In fact the equation Hf = g, g ∈
nV 0(Wi), can
explicitly be solved by integration such that f ∈ nV 0(Wi). Set
f(n, a, h) =
∫ a
i
g(n, b, h)db .
✷
Let π : X × Γ\G be the projection onto the first factor. We define
S∞L
p[Γ\G] := {ω ∈ C∞(X × Γ\G, π∗L∗)
| ∀L1, L2 ∈ U(g) ∃R,Q ∈ R
s.t. sup
g,h∈G
e−Rdist(O,gK)e−QdistY (ΓO,ΓhK)|ω(L1g, L2h)| <∞} ,
where distY (ΓO,ΓhK) is the distance of ΓhK from ΓO in Y := Γ\X .
Lemma 3.3 The de Rham complex (S∞L
∗[Γ\G], d) is acyclic.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.2 the de Rham complex (S∞L
∗[Γ\G], d) is the total
complex of a double complex consisting of two rows each equal to the n-cohomology
complex (Λ∗n ⊗ S∞L
0[Γ\G], d). Let π1 : N × A × Γ\G → N be the projection onto the
first factor. We identify Λpn⊗ S∞L
0[Γ\G] with
{ω ∈ C∞(N × A× Γ\G, π∗1Λ
pT ∗N)
| ∀L1 ∈ U(n), L2 ∈ U(a), L3 ∈ U(g) ∃R,Q ∈ R
s.t. sup
na∈NA,g∈G,I∈Ip
e−Rdist(O,naK)e−QdistY (ΓO,ΓgK)|ωI(L1n, L2a, L3g)| <∞} .
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We show that the complex (Λ∗n ⊗ S∞L
0[Γ\G], d) is acyclic. In the proof of Lemma 3.1
we constructed a zero homotopy H =
∫ 1
0 Ht, where (Htω)(n, a, g) = Ψ
∗
t (iTtω(Ψt(n), a, g)).
We claim that H : Λpn ⊗ S∞L
0[Γ\G] → Λp−1n ⊗ S∞L
0[Γ\G]. The same discussion
as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 leads to the following estimate. Fix L1 ∈ U(n), L2 ∈ U(a),
L3 ∈ U(g). Let r := deg(L1). For all ω with
sup
l∈Lr ,na∈NA,g∈G,I∈Ip
e−PdistY (ΓO,ΓgK)e−Rdist(O,naK)|ωI(X(l)n, L2a, L3g)| =: S(ω) <∞
we have
sup
na∈NA,g∈G,J∈Ip−1
e−PdistY (ΓO,ΓgK)e−(R+Q)dist(O,naK)|(Htω)J(L1n, L2a, L3g)| < CS(ω)
with C < ∞ independent of ω. This easily implies the claim. Hence the rows of the
double complex are acyclic and their zeroth cohomology is equal to
V := {f ∈ C∞(A× Γ\G) | ∀L2 ∈ U(a), L3 ∈ U(g) ∃R,Q ∈ R
s.t. sup
a∈A,g∈G
e−R| log(a)|e−QdistY (ΓO,ΓgK)|f(L2a, L3g)| <∞} .
The vertical differential given by H : V → V is surjective. In fact, let f ∈ V and set
F (a, g) :=
∫ a
1
f(b, g)db .
Then HF = f and F ∈ V . This proves the lemma. ✷
4 The standard resolution
For the convenience of the reader we repeat here the construction of the standard resolu-
tion given in [3].
Let (π, Vpi,K) ∈ HC(g, K) be a Harish-Chandra module. Then Vpi,K decomposes into a
direct sum of joint generalized eigenspaces of Z(g). Since the summands can be treated
separately, without loss of generality we can assume that there exist µ ∈ C and k ∈ N
such that B := (Ω− µ)k ∈ Ann(Vpi,K), i.e., BVpi,K = 0.
Let W be a finite-dimensional K-stable subspace of the dual Vp˜i,K of Vpi,K in the cate-
goryHC(g, K), which generates Vp˜i,K as a U(g)-module. Let E0 → X be the homogeneous
vector bundle G×K W˜ and E0 be the space of its smooth sections. Using any globalization
Vpi of Vpi,K (i.e. a representation of G such that Vpi = Vpi,K) we can define an embedding
i : Vpi,K →֒ E0 ∼= [C
∞(G)⊗ W˜ ]K
that is characterized by
〈i(v)(g), w〉 := 〈w, π(g−1)v〉, v ∈ Vpi,K , w ∈ W, g ∈ G.
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In fact i maps into S∞E0 and the closure of i(Vpi,K) in S∞E0 is contained in S∞E0(B)
and constitutes the distribution vector globalization Vpi,−∞ of Vpi,K (Wallach [20], Ch. 11,
Casselman [5]).
We will also consider the space Vpi,for := V
∗
p˜i,K of formal power series vectors of Vpi,K .
There is an exact functor from HC(g, K) to the category of (not necessarily K-finite)
(g, K)-modules which sends Vpi,K to Vpi,for. Note that Vpi,for =
∏
γ∈Kˆ Vpi,K(γ).
For homogeneous vector bundles E and F on X we denote by D(E, F ) the set of
G-invariant differential operators D : E → F .
Proposition 4.1 There exist homogeneous vector bundles E1, E2, . . . on X and G-
invariant differential operators Di ∈ D(Ei, Ei+1), i = 0, 1, . . ., such that the embedding
i : Vpi,−ω →֒ E0(B) can be extended to a (possibly infinite) exact sequence
0→ Vpi,−∞
i
→ S∞E0(B)
D0→ S∞E1(B)
D1→ S∞E2(B)
D2→ . . . . (12)
This sequence remains to be exact on the level of formal power series :
0→ Vpi,for
i
→ Efor0 (B)
D0→ Efor1 (B)
D1→ Efor2 (B)
D2→ . . . . (13)
Proof. Let Z(E) be the image of Z(g) in D(E,E). For any vector bundle E → X the
C[B]-module Z(E) is finitely generated ([3], Lemma 2.3).
Lemma 4.2 For any vector bundle E → X we have E(B)K ∈ HC(g, K).
Proof. Let (γ, Vγ) be the finite dimensional representation of K corresponding to E and
(γ˜, Vγ˜) be its dual. We consider the K-equivariant embedding
i : Vγ˜ →֒
˜E(B)K
defined by
i(v˜)(f) := 〈v˜, f(e)〉 ,
where we identify the fibre of E at e = [K] with Vγ . Let T := U(g)(i(Vγ˜)). For any
t ∈ T the dimension of Z(g)t can be estimated by the dimension of a generating subspace
of the C[B]-module Z(E). Thus T is a locally Z(g)-finite and finitely generated U(g)-
module. By a theorem of Harish-Chandra ([19], 3.4.7), T ∈ HC(g, K). The canonical
map E(B)K → T˜ is injective by the analyticity of solutions of the equation Bf = 0. In
fact, an element in the kernel of this map would have a vanishing Taylor series at e. We
obtain that T →֒ ˜E(B)K is surjective. Thus T = ˜E(B)K and E(B)K ∈ HC(g, K) since
the dual of a Harish-Chandra module is a Harish-Chandra module, too ([19], 4.3.2). ✷
Lemma 4.3 Let Vpi,K be a Harish-Chandra submodule of E(B)K. Then there exist a
homogeneous vector bundle F and an operator D ∈ D(E, F ) such that kerD ∩ E(B)K =
Vpi,K. We also have kerD ∩ S∞E(B) = Vpi,−∞.
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Proof. According to the proof of Lemma 4.2 there is a surjection
U(g)⊗U(k) Vγ˜ →
˜E(B)K .
Let W be a finite-dimensional K-stable generating subspace of the Harish-Chandra mod-
ule V ⊥pi,K ⊂
˜E(B)K . Then we choose a K-equivariant map α such that the following
diagram
W
α
−→ U(g)⊗U(k) Vγ˜
↓ ↓
V ⊥pi,K −→
˜E(B)K
commutes. This is possible since U(g)⊗U(k) Vγ˜ is K-semisimple.
We set F := G×K W˜ . The map α can be considered as an element of
[U(g)⊗U(k) Vγ˜ ⊗ W˜ ]
K ∼= [U(g)⊗U(k) Hom(Vγ, W˜ )]
K .
The latter space is canonically isomorphic to D(E, F ) via the right regular representation
R of U(g) on C∞(G)⊗Vγ . Thus α defines an element D ∈ D(E, F ). If α(w) =
∑
Xi⊗vi,
then
〈w,Df〉F =
∑
〈vi, RXif〉E ∈ C
∞(G), w ∈ W, vi ∈ Vγ˜, Xi ∈ U(g) .
Let f ∈ E(B), X ∈ U(g) and w ∈ W . Then we have
〈w,LXDf(1)〉F = 〈w,DLXf〉F
=
∑
〈vi, RXiLXf(1)〉E (14)
= 〈w,LXf〉E(B)
= 〈LXopw, f〉E(B) ,
where X → Xop is the anti-automorphism of U(g) induced by the multiplication with −1
on g. By construction Df = 0 iff the left hand side of (14) vanishes for all X ∈ U(g) and
w ∈ W , while f ∈ Vpi,−∞ iff the right hand side does. The lemma follows. ✷
In order to construct the bundles Ei and operators Di of Proposition 4.1 we iterate
Lemma 4.3. Di(Ei(B)K) is a Harish-Chandra submodule of Ei+1(B)K . Therefore we find
a bundle Ei+2 and an operator Di+1 ∈ D(Ei+1, Ei+2) such that kerDi+1 ∩ Ei+1(B)K =
Di(Ei(B)K). We obtain an exact sequence of Harish-Chandra modules
0→ Vpi,K
i
→ E0(B)K
D0→ E1(B)K
D1→ E2(B)K
D2→ . . . .
Applying the distribution vector globalization functor (which is exact) we end up with
(12). Analogously, we want to obtain (13) by taking formal power series vectors. This is
possible since for any homogeneous vector bundle E we have
(E(B)K)for = E
for(B)
([3], Lemma 3.5).
The Proposition 4.1 provides a resolution of Vpi,−∞ by spaces S∞Ei(B). We now
employ a Koszul complex construction in order to get rid of the eigenspaces. We recall
the following fact from [3].
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Lemma 4.4 Let E, F be homogeneous vector bundles on X and A ∈ D(E, F ) such that
AE(B) = 0. Then A = HB for some H ∈ D(E, F ).
Let Vpi,K , Ei, Di be constructed as in Proposition 4.1.
Proposition 4.5 There exist Hi ∈ D(Ei, Ei+2), i ≥ 0, making the following into an exact
complex:
0→ Vpi,−∞ → S∞E0
(
D0
B
)
−→
S∞E1
⊕
S∞E0
(
D1 H0
−B D0
)
−→
S∞E2
⊕
S∞E1
(
D2 H1
B D1
)
−→ . . . . (15)
We shall call (15) a standard resolution of Vpi,−∞.
Proof. In order to construct the operators Hi we apply Lemma 4.4 for A = Di+1Di.
The exactness of (15) is easily reduced to the exactness of (12) and the surjectivity of
B : S∞Ei → S∞Ei proved in Theorem 2.5. ✷
5 n-cohomology
Let B = (ΩG − λ)
l for some λ ∈ C, l ∈ N, where ΩG is the Casimir operator of G, and
S∞E(B) = {f ∈ S∞E | Bf = 0}.
Lemma 5.1 We have
Hp(n, S∞E(B)) = 0, ∀p ≥ 1.
Proof. By Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 3.1
0→ S∞E(B)→ S∞E
B
→ S∞E → 0
is an n-acyclic resolution of S∞E(B). Taking n-invariants we obtain the complex
0→ nS∞E(B)→ S∞C
∞(A)⊗ Vγ
nB
→ S∞C
∞(A)⊗ Vγ → 0 . (16)
Here nB is the restriction of B to the subspace of n-invariant vectors. It is a second order
translation invariant differential operator on A. The complex (16) is again exact and the
Lemma follows. ✷
Let (π, Vpi,K) ∈ HC(g, K). Recall that H
∗(n, Vpi,−∞) carries a natural MA-module
structure.
Theorem 5.2 The inclusion Vpi,−∞ →֒ Vpi,for induces an isomorphism
Hp(n, Vpi,−∞)
∼
−→ Hp(n, Vpi,for) .
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Moreover Hp(n, Vpi,−∞) = H
p(n, Vpi,−ω) = H
p(n, Vpi,for) and all spaces are finite dimen-
sional. The n-cohomology of Vpi,−∞ satisfies Poincare´ duality
Hp(n, Vpi,−∞)
∗ ∼= Hdim(n)−p(n, Vp˜i,∞)⊗ Λ
dimnn. (17)
We also have
Hp(n, Vpi,∞) ∼= H
p(n, Vpi,K).
Proof. By ([3], Lemma 2.3 and Proposition 4.1), Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 4.1 the coho-
mology Hp(n, Vpi,∗) for ∗ = −∞, for is isomorphic to the cohomology of the subcomplex
of n-invariants of (12), (13), respectively. Hence the following lemma implies the first
assertion of the theorem.
Lemma 5.3 For any homogeneous vector bundle E → X associated to Vγ we have
nS∞E(B) =
nEfor(B) .
Proof. The U(a)-module
nEfor(B) ∼= ( ˜E(B)K/n( ˜E(B)K))∗
is finite dimensional (see [19], Ch.4). Therefore it splits into generalized weight spaces
nEfor(B)µ, µ ∈ a
∗
C
. f ∈ nEfor(B)µ, considered as a formal power series on a, satisfies the
differential equation
(H + µ(H))kf = 0 ∀H ∈ a (18)
for a certain k ∈ N. The solutions of (18) have the form
P (H)e−µ(H), P ∈ S(a∗)⊗ Vγ .
They extend to smooth n-invariant sections in nS∞E(B). ✷
The proof of the remaining assertions of the theorem is parallel to the proofs of the cor-
responding facts in [3]. ✷
6 S∞E is Γ-acyclic
Let Γ ⊂ G be a discrete, torsion-free subgroup of finite covolume. Let E → X be a
G-homogeneous vector bundle and S∞E the space of its sections of moderate growth.
Theorem 6.1 S∞E is Γ-acyclic, i.e.,
Hp(Γ, S∞E) = 0 ∀p ≥ 1 .
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Proof.We first consider the space of functions of moderate growth S∞C
∞(G) on G defined
by
S∞C
∞(G) := {f ∈ C∞(G) | ∀L ∈ U(g) ∃R ∈ R s.t. sup
g∈G
e−Rdist(gK,O)|f(Lg)| <∞} .
As a topological vector space S∞C
∞(G) is a limit of Fre´chet spaces.
Proposition 6.2 S∞C
∞(G) is Γ-acyclic.
Proof. H∗(Γ, S∞C
∞(G)) is the cohomology of the de Rham complex of Y = Γ\X twisted
with the flat bundle associated to the Γ-module S∞C
∞(G). In greater detail let L∗ :=
Λ∗T ∗X and C∗ := C∞(X,L∗ ⊗ S∞C
∞(G)). Moreover, let d : C∗ → C∗+1 denote the
differential of the de Rham complex. The complex (C∗, d) is a complex of Γ-modules. If
we view ω ∈ Cp as a function on G with values in Lp, then the action of γ ∈ Γ on ω is
given by (γω)(g) = (L∗γω)(γ
−1g), where L∗γ is the pull back of forms associated to the
diffeomorphism Lγ : X → X given by Lγ(x) := γ
−1x. The complex (C∗, d) is exact (the
contraction of X along radial rays induces a zero-homotopy of the de Rham complex)
and it consists of Γ-acyclic modules ([3], Lemma 2.4). Hence H∗(Γ, S∞C
∞(G)) is the
cohomology of the complex (ΓC∗, d).
Let S∗ := S∞L
∗[S∞(G)] (see Section 3 for notation). Then (S
∗, d) →֒ (C∗, d) is a
subcomplex.
Lemma 6.3 The inclusion (ΓS∗, d) →֒ (ΓC∗, d) induces an isomorphism in cohomology.
Proof. The manifold Y has finitely many cusps each diffeomorphic to Bi × [0,∞), where
Bi is some compact nil-manifold. The Borel-Serre compactification of Y is obtained by
attaching copies of the cusp bases Bi as a boundary at infinity obtaining a manifold
with boundary Y¯ . There is a natural sheafification (ΓS∗, d) →֒ (ΓC∗, d) of the inclusion
(ΓS∗, d) →֒ (ΓC∗, d) on Y¯ . To any finite open covering of Y¯ there is an associated partition
of unity which is compatible with the sheafs ΓS∗. Thus ΓS∗ and ΓC∗ are acyclic with
respect to the global section functor.
The complex of sheaves corresponding to (ΓC∗, d) is locally acyclic by the standard
Poincare´ Lemma. Moreover the inclusion of sheaves (ΓS∗, d) →֒ (ΓC∗, d) induces an iso-
morphism of the zeroth cohomology sheaves. By Lemma 3.2 (ΓS∗, d) is locally acyclic.
Thus the inclusion (ΓS∗, d) →֒ (ΓC∗, d) is a quasi-isomorphism. Since the sheaves ΓS∗, ΓC∗
are acyclic with respect to the global section functor, the induced map of the complexes
of global sections (ΓS∗, d) →֒ (ΓC∗, d) is a quasi-isomorphism, too. ✷
Lemma 6.4 Hp(ΓS ., d) = 0, ∀p ≥ 1.
Proof. The map T : X×G→ X×G given by (x, g)→ (gx, g) intertwines the Γ-action on
the second factor G with the diagonal Γ-action on the product X ×G. We claim that T
induces an isomorphism T ∗ : S∞L
∗[S∞(G)] → S∞L
∗[S∞(G)] intertwining the Γ-module
structure given above with the Γ-module structure given by (γω)(g) = ω(γ−1g) (again
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viewing ω as a function from G to L∗). The inverse of T ∗ is induced by T−1 : X ×G →
X ×G, T−1(x, g) = (g−1x, g). In fact, (T ∗ω)(g) = L∗g−1ω(g) and
(T ∗γω)(g) = L∗g−1L
∗
γω(γ
−1g)) = (T ∗ω)(γ−1g) .
In order to prove the claim we must show that T ∗, (T ∗)−1 are compatible with the weighted
spaces. It is at this point that we have to consider the weighted de Rham complex S∗.
Since T mixes the G- and the X directions it does not act on C∗.
Let ∆ : U(g) → U(g) ⊗ U(g) be the co-product induced by X 7→ X ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ X ,
X ∈ g. Fix L1, L ∈ U(g) and let (∆⊗ id)∆(L) =
∑
αAα ⊗ Bα ⊗ Cα. Let ω ∈ S
p. Then
(T ∗ω)(L1h, Lg) =
∑
α
ω(BαgL1h, Cαg) ◦DLg−1Aopα ,
where DLg is the differential of Lg acting on TX .
Let r = deg(L1) + deg(L). Assume that
sup
g,h∈G,l,l1∈Lr ,
e−Rdist(O,gK)e−Qdist(O,hK)|ω(X(l)h,X(l1)g)| <∞
for appropriate Q,R ∈ R. Here {X(l)}l∈Lr is a basis of the differential operators on G of
order ≤ r (similarly to the notation in the proof of Lemma 3.1). Note that dist(O, ghK) ≤
dist(O, hK) + dist(O, gK). Moreover we have
|DLg−1Aopα | ≤ Ce
−Pdist(O,gK) ∀α, ∀g ∈ G
and BαgL1h =
∑
l∈Lr eα,l(g)X(l)gh with
|eα,l(g)| ≤ Ce
−Pdist(O,gK) ∀l ∈ L(r), ∀α, ∀g ∈ G
for P ∈ R large enough. We conclude that
sup
g,h∈G
|(T ∗ω)(L1h, Lg)|e
−(R+Q+2P )dist(O,gK)e−Qdist(O,hK) <∞ .
Hence T ∗ω ∈ Sp. In a similar manner one can handle (T ∗)−1 thus proving the claim.
We see that H∗(ΓS ., d) is isomorphic to the cohomology of (S∞L
∗[Γ\G], d). Lemma
6.4 now follows from Lemma 3.3. ✷
We now finish the proof of Theorem 6.1. Note that S∞C
∞(G) carries a rightK-module
structure which commutes with the left Γ-module structure. This induces a K-action on
(ΓC∗, d). H∗(Γ, S∞E) is the cohomology of the complex ([
ΓC∗ ⊗ Vγ]
K , d).
Let [z] ∈ Hp(Γ, S∞E), p ≥ 1, be represented by the K-invariant cycle z ∈ [
ΓCp⊗Vγ]
K .
Then by Lemma 6.2 we have z = db for some possibly non-invariant p − 1 cochain
b ∈ ΓCp−1 ⊗ Vγ. Let b¯ the average of b with respect to K. Then also db¯ = z and hence
0 = [z] ∈ Hp(Γ, S∞E). This proves Theorem 6.1 . ✷
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7 The cokernel of B : S∞EY → S∞EY
In this section we relate the dimension of the cokernel of B := Ω − µ on S∞EY :=
ΓS∞E
with the dimension of corresponding spaces of cusp forms. Since it is not a priori clear
that the range of B is closed note that we consider the algebraic cokernel of B.
LetEY := Γ\E be the locally homogeneous bundle over Y . A section f ∈ C
∞(Y,EY ) =:
EY can be viewed as a function on f : G → Vγ satisfying f(hgk) = γ
−1(k)f(g) for all
h ∈ Γ, k ∈ K. The space S∞EY has the alternative description
S∞EY = {f ∈ EY | ∀L ∈ U(g) ∃R ∈ R s.t. sup
g∈G
eRdistY (ΓO,ΓgK)|f(Lg)| <∞} .
A section f ∈ EY which is an eigenfunction of Ω and satisfies
sup
g∈G
eRdistY (ΓO,ΓgK)|f(g)| <∞ ∀R ∈ R
is called a cusp form. Let Vµ be the space of cusp forms in ker(B). If Vµ 6= {0}, then
necessarily µ ∈ R, since Ω is symmetric.
The main result of the present section is the following theorem.
Theorem 7.1
dim coker(B : S∞EY → S∞EY ) = dimVµ .
The proof of the theorem occupies the remainder of the section.
Lemma 7.2
dim coker(B : S∞EY → S∞EY ) ≥ dimVµ .
Proof. We show that the projection of Vµ to coker(B : S∞EY → S∞EY ) is an inclusion.
We can assume that Vµ 6= 0 and hence µ ∈ R. Thus B is symmetric.
If f ∈ Vµ, then it vanishes rapidly and can be integrated against elements of S∞EY .
Thus let f ∈ Vµ and assume that [f ] = 0 in coker(B : S∞EY → S∞EY ). Then f = Bh for
some h ∈ S∞EY . We have
0 =
∫
Y
〈(Bf)(y) , h(y)〉EY,ydy
=
∫
Y
〈f(y) , (Bh)(y)〉EY,ydy
= ‖f‖2L2(Y,EY ) .
It follows f = 0. This proves Lemma 7.2. ✷
We define an increasing sequence of Fre´chet spaces SREY , R ∈ R, by
SREY := {f ∈ EY | pY ;−R,L(f) <∞ ∀L ∈ U(g)} ,
where the seminorms are defined by
pY ;R,L(f) := sup
g∈G
eRdist(ΓO,ΓgK)|f(gL)| .
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Note that (in contrast to the definition of S∞E) we employ the right action of U(g)
to define pY ;R,L(f). In fact, to define SREY it is sufficient to consider the seminorms
pY ;R,Ωk(f), k ∈ N0. Let
S−∞EY =
⋂
R∈R
SREY
with the natural topology of the intersection and S∞E
′
Y be the topological conjugate dual
of S−∞EY . The Hermitian scalar product of EY induces an inclusion S∞EY →֒ S∞E
′
Y .
Lemma 7.3 The inclusion S∞EY →֒ S∞E
′
Y induces an injection
coker(B : S∞EY → S∞EY ) →֒ coker(B : S∞E
′
Y → S∞E
′
Y ) .
Proof. We reduce the proof to Lemma 2.7. Let π : X → Y be the projection. We define
a continuous map π∗ : S−∞E → S−∞EY . For f ∈ S−∞E let (π∗f)(Γg) :=
∑
γ∈Γ f(γg). We
show that the sum converges and π∗ is continuous.
There is a Q ∈ R such that supg∈G
∑
γ∈Γ e
Qdist(γgK,O) =: D <∞. For k ∈ N0 we have
pY ;R,Ωk(π∗f) = sup
g∈G
eRdistY (ΓO,ΓgK)|
∑
γ∈Γ
f(γgΩkK)|
≤ sup
g∈G
eRdistY (ΓO,ΓgK)
∑
γ∈Γ
|f(γΩkgK)|
≤ sup
g∈G
eRdistY (ΓO,ΓgK)
∑
γ∈Γ
e(Q−R)dist(γgK,O)p(R−Q),Ωk(f)
≤ sup
g∈G
p(R−Q),Ωk(f)
∑
γ∈Γ
eQdist(γgK,O)
≤ Dp(R−Q),Ωk(f) .
This estimate shows the continuity of π∗. Let π
∗ : S∞E
′
Y → S∞E
′ be the adjoint of π∗.
To prove the Lemma it suffices to show that if f ∈ S∞E
′
Y with F = Bf ∈ S∞EY ,
then f ∈ S∞EY . Let W be the parametrix of B constructed in the proof of Lemma 2.7.
Then we have π∗f = WF + Sπ∗f (viewing F ∈ ΓS∞E). We have already shown that
WF, Sπ∗f ∈ S∞E . Since W,S are G-equivariant we obtain π
∗f ∈ ΓS∞E . This finishes
the proof of the Lemma. ✷
Lemma 7.4 The operator B∗ : S−∞EY → S−∞EY has closed range.
Proof. Let {fi} be a sequence in S−∞EY such that B
∗fi =: hi → h ∈ S−∞EY . We are to
find f ∈ S−∞EY with B
∗f = h. If Vµ 6= 0, then Vµ = ker(B
∗ : S−∞EY → S−∞EY ), and we
can project fi to the L
2-orthogonal complement of Vµ. Thus we can assume that fi ⊥ Vµ.
We can assume that for some R ∈ R the sequence pY ;R,1(fi) is bounded. If not, we
divide fi by pY ;R,1(fi) obtaining a sequence f˜i with pY ;R,1(f˜i) = 1 and B
∗f˜i → 0. We show
below that f˜i has a subsequence converging to F ∈ S−∞EY . Now B
∗F = 0 and F ⊥ Vµ.
Hence F = 0 contradicting pY ;R,1(F ) = 1.
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Since for all k ∈ N0 the sequence pY ;R,Ωk(hi) is bounded we conclude that pY ;R,Ωk(fi)
is bounded, too.
Consider a cusp cl of Y associated to the minimal parabolic subgroup P =MAN ⊂ G.
Then a neighbourhood U of infinity of this cusp can be identified with Γ∩N\N × [dl,∞),
dl ∈ A large. If F ∈ EY , then we define the constant term FP ∈ C
∞(U,EY |U) by
FP (na) =
1
vol(Γ ∩N\N)
∫
Γ∩N\N
F (n′na)dn′ .
Let χ ∈ C∞(Y ) be a cut-off function being one on Γ∩N\N × [dl+1,∞) and zero outside
of U . Then Fcl = χFP ∈ EY . If Y has the cusps cl, l = 1, . . . , r, then we set Fc :=
∑r
l=1 Fcl.
We apply this construction to our sequence fi obtaining a decomposition fi = fi,c+fi,r
with fi,r := fi−fi,c. Since fi is bounded in SREY , by a Lemma of Gelfand [6], Thm. 5, the
sequence fi,r is bounded in S−∞EY . Since for R < R
′ the embedding SREY →֒ SR′EY is
compact, any bounded sequence in S−∞EY has a converging subsequence. Thus by taking
a subsequence we can assume that fi,r converges in S−∞EY .
For distY (ΓO, y) ≥ maxl dl+1 we have (B
∗f)c(y) = B
∗fc(y). Consider again the cusp
cl and the coordinates Γ∩N\N × [dl,∞). There are commuting x, y ∈ End(Vγ) such that
(B∗Fcl)(n, a) = −((
d
da
+ x)(
d
da
+ y)Fcl)(n, a) ,
a > dl + 1. Assume that R < −max(‖x‖), ‖y‖). We set for F ∈ SREY
(HclF )(n, a) := −χ(a)e
−ya
∫ ∞
a
e(y−x)a1
∫ ∞
a1
exbFcl(n, b)dbda1 .
Again, if Y has cusps cl, l = 1, . . . , r, then we set Hc :=
∑r
l=1Hcl. Then Hc : SREY →
SREY is continuous, and supp(HcB
∗F − Fc) ⊂ V , where V ⊂ Y is compact and in-
dependent of F . The proof of continuity is similar to the corresponding argument in
the proof of Lemma 2.3. Notice that ΩkHc − HcΩ
k = W is a continuous operator
W : SREY → C
∞
c (Y,EY ) and suppWf ⊂ V
′, where V ′ ⊂ Y is compact and indepen-
dent of f .
Thus Fi := HcB
∗hi−fi,c is a bounded sequence in S−∞EY . Hence Fi has a subsequence
converging in S−∞EY . Since HcB
∗hi converges in S−∞EY by taking a subsequence we can
assume that fi,c converges in S−∞EY , too. Let f be the limit of fi = fi,c + fi,r for this
subsequence. Then B∗f = h. This finishes the proof of the lemma. ✷
We now finish the proof of Theorem 7.1. By Lemma 7.4 we have
dim Vµ = dimker(B
∗ : S−∞EY → S−∞EY ) = dim coker(B : S∞E
′
Y → S∞E
′
Y ) .
By Lemma 7.3 we have
dim coker(B : S∞EY → S∞EY ) ≤ dimVµ .
Combining this with Lemma 7.2 we obtain the theorem. ✷
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8 Γ-cohomology
In this section we discuss properties of the Γ-cohomology of distribution vector globaliza-
tions of admissible representations of G.
Let (π, Vpi,K) ∈ HC(g, K) and Γ ⊂ G be a discrete torsion-free subgroup of finite
covolume. Let B = (Ω− µ)k such that BVpi,K = 0.
Proposition 8.1 We have
dimHp(Γ, Vpi,−∞) <∞, ∀p ≥ 0.
Proof. Let
0→ Vpi,−∞ → S∞E0
(
D0
B
)
−→
S∞E1
⊕
S∞E0
(
D1 H0
−B D0
)
−→
S∞E2
⊕
S∞E1
(
D2 H1
B D1
)
−→ . . . (19)
be a standard resolution (see Proposition 4.5) of Vpi,−∞. It is a Γ-acyclic resolution of
Vpi,−∞ by Theorem 6.1. The cohomology of the subcomplex of Γ-invariant vectors is
isomorphic to H∗(Γ, Vpi,−∞).
For any locally homogeneous vector bundle EY → Y we denote by EY (B)cusp the
space of cusp-forms in EY (B) and by S∞EY (B) the kernel of B in S∞EY . We consider the
subcomplex of the complex of Γ-invariants of (19)
0→ S∞E0,Y (B)
(
D0
0
)
−→
S∞E1,Y (B)
⊕
E0,Y (B)cusp
(
D1 H0
0 D0
)
−→
S∞E2,Y (B)
⊕
E1,Y (B)cusp
(
D2 H1
0 D1
)
−→ . . . (20)
and claim that its cohomology is H∗(Γ, Vpi,−∞). In fact, let (fi, fi−1) ∈ S∞Ei,Y ⊕S∞Ei−1,Y
be a cochain in the complex of Γ-invariants of (19). By the results of Section 7 there is a
unique decomposition fi−1 = f
im
i−1+f
cusp
i−1 , where f
im
i−1 ∈ BS∞Ei,Y and f
cusp
i−1 ∈ Ei−1,Y (B)cusp.
Notice that cokerB = coker(Ω − µ). Thus modulo a coboundary the cochain (fi, fi−1)
is equivalent to (f˜i, f
cusp
i−1 ). If in addition (fi, fi−1) and hence (f˜i, f
cusp
i−1 ) is a cocycle,
then Bf˜i = 0, since Di−1 : Ei−1,Y (B)cusp → Ei,Y (B)cusp and the range of B : S∞Ei,Y →
S∞Ei,Y is transverse to Ei,Y (B)cusp. We conclude that the cohomology of (20) surjects
onto H∗(Γ, Vpi,−∞).
Assume now that fi = Hi−2gi−2 + Di−1gi−1, fi−1 = (−1)
i−1Bgi−1 + Di−2gi−2, and
fi−1 ∈ Ei−1,Y (B)cusp, gi−2 ∈ Ei−2,Y (B)cusp. It follows that Bgi−1 = 0 and thus (gi−1, gi−2)
is a i − 1-cochain of (20). This show that the cohomology of (20) maps injectively to
H∗(Γ, Vpi,−∞) proving the claim.
The lemma now follows since (20) is a complex of finite-dimensional vector spaces (see
e.g. [8], Thm.1). ✷
If Γ is cocompact, then we can prove a Poincare´ duality theorem as in [3], Proposition
5.2. It relates the Γ-cohomology of the distribution vector globalization of an admissible
representation of G with the Γ-cohomology of the smooth globalization of its dual.
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Proposition 8.2 Let Γ be cocompact. The Γ-cohomology of Vpi,±∞ satisfies Poincare´
duality
Hp(Γ, Vpi,−∞)
∗ ∼= Hn−p(Γ, Vp˜i,∞),
where n = dim(X).
Let Vpi,±ω be the minimal and maximal globalizations of Vpi,K , respectively. If Γ is co-
compact, then EY (B)cusp = EY (B) = S∞EY (B). Combining [3], Proposition 5.1 with
Proposition 8.1 we obtain
Corollary 8.3 Let Γ be cocompact. Then for (π, Vpi,K) ∈ HC(g, K) we have
H∗(Γ, Vpi,ω) = H
∗(Γ, Vpi,∞)
H∗(Γ, Vpi,−∞) = H
∗(Γ, Vpi,−ω) ,
where the identifications are induced by the natural inclusions of the globalizations.
If Γ has torsion, then there exists a cofinite torsion free normal subgroup Γ′ ⊂ Γ. Em-
ploying the spectral sequence for the group cohomology associated to the extension
0→ Γ′ → Γ→ F → 0 ,
where F is some finite group, one easily obtains a generalization of the results of the
present section to Γ. The spectral sequence degenerates at the second term since the
higher cohomology of a finite group with coefficients in a vector spaces over C vanishes.
It follows H∗(Γ, V ) = H∗(Γ′, V )F for any Γ-module V over C.
9 Fuchsian groups of the first kind
In this section we give a detailed discussion of the Γ-cohomology of a Fuchsian group of
the first kind with coefficients in the distribution vector globalization of principal series
representations. In this case we know explicit standard resolutions.
Let Γ ⊂ PSL(2,R) =: G be a discrete torsion-free subgroup of finite covolume. Such
a Γ is called a Fuchsian group of the first kind and it acts freely on the hyperbolic plane
X = H2. The quotient Y = Γ\X is a complete Riemann surface of finite volume.
The group G acts on the circle S1 which can be identified with the boundary ∂X of
X using the Poincare´ disc model. Let T → S1 be the complexified tangent bundle of S1.
It is G-homogeneous and we can form complex powers T λ → S1, λ ∈ C. The number
λ ∈ C parametrizes a principal series representation (πλ, Hλ) of G on the Hilbert space
L2(S1, T λ−1/2). By Hλ−∞ we denote the space of its distribution vectors.
For λ 6= −1/2,−3/2,−5/2, . . . combining a theorem of Helgason ([11], [12] Introduc-
tion Thm. 4.3) with the characterization of the distribution vector globalization (Wallach
[20] Ch. 11, Casselman [5]) we see that the Poisson transform Pλ is an G-equivariant
isomorphism
Pλ : H
λ
−∞
∼
→ S∞E(B) ,
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where B = Ω − 1/4 + λ2 and E = X × C is the trivial bundle (in this special situation
this fact was first obtained by Lewis [14]). Thus a standard resolution of the principal
series representation Hλ−∞ for λ 6= −1/2,−3/2,−5/2, . . . is simply
0→ Hλ−∞
Pλ→ S∞E
B
→ S∞E → 0 .
The complex (20) reduces to
0→ S∞EY (B)
0
→ EY (B)cusp → 0 . (21)
Proposition 9.1 For λ 6= −1/2,−3/2,−5/2, . . . we have
H0(Γ, Hλ−∞) = S∞EY (B)
H1(Γ, Hλ−∞) = EY (B)cusp
H2(Γ, Hλ−∞) = 0.
Moreover, χ(Γ, Hλ−∞) = dimH
0(Γ, Hλ−∞) − dimH
1(Γ, Hλ−∞) = r, where r is the number
of cusps of Y . If H1(Γ, Hλ−∞) 6= 0, then λ ∈ ıR ∪ (−1/2, 1/2).
Proof. The first part of the Proposition follows immediately from (21). EY (B)cusp ⊂
kerL2(B : EY → EY ) and specL2∆Y ⊂ [0,∞) implies the last assertion. Let p : S∞EY (B)→
C2r be the linear map taking the constant term. For any cusp the constant term has two
components (the incoming and the outcoming). It is known that dim im(p) = r. In fact,
the range of p is generated by the constant terms of regular Eisenstein series and their
residues. The scattering matrix fixes the relation between the two components of the
constant term. Since ker(p) = EY (B)cusp, the assertion about the Euler characteristic
follows. ✷
Now we discuss the case λ = −k/2, k = 1, 3, 5 . . . taking the structure of H
±k/2
−∞ as a
G-module into account. We first exploit the exact sequence
0→ Fk → H
k/2
−∞ → D
+
k ⊕D
−
k → 0 , (22)
where Fk is the finite-dimensional representation of G of dimension k and D
±
k are the
distribution vectors of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic discrete series representations.
Let r denote the number of cusps of Y and g denote the genus. We have H i(Γ, H
k/2
−∞) = 0,
i ≥ 1, and dimH0(Γ, H
k/2
−∞) = dimS∞EY (B) = r by Proposition 9.1.
The long exact cohomology sequence associated to (22) gives
0→ H0(Γ, Fk)→ H
0(Γ, H
k/2
−∞)→ H
0(Γ, D+k ⊕D
−
k )
δ
→ H1(Γ, Fk)→ 0
H1(Γ, D+k ⊕D
−
k ) = 0 .
An investigation of the long exact sequence associated to
0→ D+k ⊕D
−
k → H
−k/2
−∞ → Fk → 0
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leads to
0→ H0(Γ, D+k ⊕D
−
k )→ H
0(Γ, H
−k/2
−∞ )→ H
0(Γ, Fk)→ 0
H1(Γ, H
−k/2
−∞ ) = H
1(Γ, Fk) .
Proposition 9.2 We have
dimH0(Γ, D+k ⊕D
−
k ) = r + dimH
1(Γ, Fk)− dimH
0(Γ, Fk)
dimH0(Γ, H
−k/2
−∞ ) = r + dimH
1(Γ, Fk)
dimH1(Γ, H
−k/2
−∞ ) = dimH
1(Γ, Fk)
χ(Γ, H
−k/2
−∞ ) = r
Since r > 1 or g > 0 we have for k > 1
H0(Γ, F1) = 1
H1(Γ, F1) = 2g + r − 1
H0(Γ, Fk) = 0
H1(Γ, Fk) = k(2g + r − 2) .
It follows that
dimH0(Γ, D+1 ⊕D
−
1 ) = 2g + 2r − 2
dimH0(Γ, D+k ⊕D
−
k ) = k(2g − 2) + (k + 1)r
dimH0(Γ, H
−1/2
−∞ ) = 2g + 2r − 1
dimH1(Γ, H
−1/2
−∞ ) = 2g + r − 1
dimH0(Γ, H
−k/2
−∞ ) = k(2g − 2) + (k + 1)r
dimH1(Γ, H
−k/2
−∞ ) = k(2g + r − 2) .
The aim of the following discussion is to understand Proposition 9.2 in the framework
of standard resolutions.
Let K be the canonical bundle of X (viewing X as a complex manifold) and Ki be its
i’th power.
Lemma 9.3 A standard resolution of H
−k/2
−∞ is given by
0 −→ H
−k/2
−∞
P
−→ S∞K
(k+1)/2 ⊕ S∞K
−(k+1)/2(
∂¯(k+1)/2 ⊕ ∂(k+1)/2
Ω + k
2
−1
4
)
−→
S∞K
0
⊕
S∞K
(k+1)/2 ⊕ S∞K
−(k+1)/2
−→
(−Ω− k
2
−1
4
,∂¯(k+1)/2⊕∂(k+1)/2)
−→ S∞K
0 −→ 0 .
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Here ∂¯ : K(l+1)/2 → K(l−1)/2, l > 0 odd, is the contraction of the anti-holomorphic part of
the canonical connection with the Ka¨hler form and similarly ∂ : K−(l+1)/2 → K−(l−1)/2 is
the contraction of the holomorphic part of the canonical connection with the Ka¨hler form.
In abuse of notation we write ∂¯(k+1)/2, ∂(k+1)/2 for the composition of the corresponding
number of ∂¯’s, ∂’s, respectively.
Proof. Define B := Ω + k
2−1
4
. As G-modules the eigenspaces S∞K
±(k+1)/2(B) have three-
step composition series’ with composition factors D±k , Fk, D
∓
k (see [15]). The operators
∂¯(k+1)/2, ∂(k+1)/2, respectively, annihilate exactly the first composition factor. Above we
have seen that S∞K
0(B) = Hk/2∞ with composition factors D
+
k ⊕D
−
k , Fk. This discussion
shows that the complex above resolves H−k/2∞ on a K-theoretic level. In order to show
that the complex is in fact a resolution of the specific extension H−k/2∞ of the composition
factors note that there is an injective Poisson transform P . ✷
Now we take the Γ-invariant vectors in the standard resolution. The complex (20) reduces
to
0 −→ S∞K
(k+1)/2
Y (B)⊕ S∞K
−(k+1)/2
Y (B)(
∂¯(k+1)/2 ⊕ ∂(k+1)/2
0
)
−→
S∞K
0
Y (B)
⊕
K
(k+1)/2
Y (B)cusp ⊕K
−(k+1)/2
Y (B)cusp
−→
(0,∂¯(k+1)/2⊕∂(k+1)/2)
−→ K0Y (B)cusp −→ 0 .
In order to make further reductions we assume that Y is not compact (the case of compact
Y is an easy exercise and left to the reader). Since for k > 1 the operator B on L2(Y ) is
strictly positive and
K0Y (B)cusp ⊂ kerL2(B : K
0
Y → K
0
Y )
for k > 1 we have K0Y (B)cusp = 0. This is also true for k = 1 since then kerL2(B : K
0
Y →
K0Y ) is generated by the constant function which is not a cusp form.
We claim that for k > 1
0 = ∂¯(k+1)/2 : S∞K
(k+1)/2
Y (B)→ S∞K
0
Y (B) (23)
0 = ∂(k+1)/2 : S∞K
−(k+1)/2
Y (B)→ S∞K
0
Y (B) . (24)
To prove (23) we argue that already
0 = ∂¯ : S∞K
(k+1)/2
Y (B)→ S∞K
(k−1)/2
Y (B) .
In upper half-plane coordinates (x, y), y > 0, z = x + ıy, we trivialize K(k+1)/2 using
the section (dz
y
)(k+1)/2. Then the operator B has the form y2∆ + ı(k + 1) ∂
∂x
+ k
2−1
4
. If
φ ∈ S∞K
(k+1)/2(B), then its constant term is a linear combination of y−kdz(k+1)/2 and
dz(k+1)/2. It follows that ∂¯φ ∈ L2. But kerL2(B) = 0 on K
(k−1)/2, k > 1. Equation (24)
follows by complex conjugation.
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The spaces
Ak+1 := ker(∂¯ : S∞K
(k+1)/2
Y (B)→ S∞K
(k−1)/2
Y (B))
A¯k+1 := ker(∂ : S∞K
−(k+1)/2
Y (B)→ S∞K
−(k−1)/2
Y (B))
are called the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic automorphic forms of weight k+1. The
subspaces
Sk+1 := K
(k+1)/2
Y (B)cusp ⊂ Ak+1
S¯k+1 := K
−(k+1)/2
Y (B)cusp ⊂ A¯k+1
are the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic cusp-forms of weight k+1. Since for k > 1 the
space S∞K
0
Y (B) is generated by Eisenstein series its dimension is equal to the number of
cusps r. For k = 3, 5, . . . we have
dimH0(Γ, H
−k/2
−∞ ) = dim(Ak+1 ⊕ A¯k+1)
dimH1(Γ, H
−k/2
−∞ ) = dim(Sk+1 ⊕ S¯k+1) + r .
Employing dimAk+1 = dim A¯k+1 = k(g − 1) + r(k + 1)/2 and dimSk+1 = dim S¯k+1 =
k(g − 1) + r(k − 1)/2 (see [18], Thm. 2.23) we recover the result of Proposition 9.2.
We now consider the case k = 1. In this case both
∂¯ : S∞K
1
Y (B)→ S∞K
0
Y (B) , (25)
∂ : S∞K
−1
Y (B)→ S∞K
0
Y (B) (26)
have a one-dimensional range spanned by the constant function. Note the r-dimensional
space S∞K
0
Y (B) is generated by the regular Eisenstein series and the constant function.
We obtain for k = 1
dimH0(Γ, H
−1/2
−∞ ) = dim(A2 ⊕ A¯2) + 1
dimH1(Γ, H
−1/2
−∞ ) = dim(S2 ⊕ S¯2) + r − 1 .
Using dimA2 = dim A¯2 = g − 1 + r, dimS1 = dim S¯2 = g (see [18], Thm. 2.23) we again
recover the results of Proposition 9.2.
We finish this section with a discussion of the relation of the sequence (22) with the
Eichler homomorphism E : Sk+1 → H
1(Γ, Fk) (see e.g. [18]). We first recall its definition.
If we restrict Fk to the maximal compact subgroup K = S
1 ⊂ G, then it decomposes as
(Fk)|K =
∑k
m=1Cm−(k+1)/2, where Cl is the representation of S
1 on C given by z 7→ zl.
Note that Kl = G ×K C−l. The map (gK, f) 7→ [g, g
−1f ], g ∈ G, f ∈ Fk defines an
isomorphism
G/K × Fk
∼
→ G×K (Fk)|K = ⊕
k
m=1K
m−(k+1)/2 .
We denote the canonical G-equivariant embedding K±(k−1)/2 →֒ X × Fk ∼= L
2 ⊗ Fk by j±,
where the second identification is given by the Hodge-∗-operator and Ll is the bundle of
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l-forms on X . Taking the tensor product with K±1 we obtain embeddings i± : K
±(k+1)/2 →֒
L1 ⊗ Fk. If f ∈ Sk+1 = K
(k+1)/2(B)cusp, then i+(f) is a closed form and represents E(f).
The long exact cohomology sequence associated to (22) induces a boundary map
δ : H0(Γ, D+k ⊕D
−
k )→ H
1(Γ, Fk) .
Lemma 9.4 The map δ restricted to the cusp forms coincides with E.
Proof. In order to compute δ we need a Γ-acyclic resolution of (22) as a sequence. One
possibility is the following:
0 0
↑ ↑
0 → S∞L2 ⊗ Fk
=
→ S∞L2 ⊗ FK → 0
d ↑ a ↑ ↑
0 → S∞L1 ⊗ Fk → S∞L
1 ⊗ FK ⊕ S∞K
(k−1)/2 ⊕ S∞K−(k−1)/2 → S∞K(k−1)/2 ⊕ S∞K−(k−1)/2 → 0
d ↑ b ↑ c ↑
0 → S∞L0 ⊗ Fk → S∞L
0 ⊗ FK ⊕ S∞K
(k+1)/2 ⊕ S∞K−(k+1)/2 → S∞K(k+1)/2 ⊕ S∞K−(k+1)/2 → 0
↑ ↑ ↑
0 → Fk → H
k/2 → D+
k
⊕D−
k
→ 0
↑ ↑ ↑
0 0 0 .
(27)
Here the maps are given by
a := d− j+ − j−
b :=

 d i+ i−0 ∂¯ 0
0 0 ∂


c := ∂¯ ⊕ ∂ .
The horizontal maps are the obvious embeddings and projections, respectively. We leave
the verification of the commutativity of the diagram and the exactness of the middle
column to the reader.
The boundary map δ is now obtained by the usual diagram chasing. Let [α] ∈
H0(Γ, D+k ) be represented by a holomorphic Γ- invariant form α ∈
ΓS∞K
(k+1)/2. Then
δ[α] ∈ H1(Γ, Fk) is represented by the closed form i+(α) ∈ S∞L
1 ⊗ Fk. Comparing this
with the definition of the Eichler map E given above we finish the proof of the lemma. ✷
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